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As a consumer, how often have you picked up a  

promotional product offered to you at an event, 

accepted a branded product offered from an 

organization you belong to or used a promotional 

product that supports a cause you believe in?

Recent US studies, designed to gather data  

on this industry’s powerful advertising medium, 

looked at how consumers receive, keep, 

engage with and value promotional products.  

Not surprisingly, the results were intriguing and 

impressive, proving once again the impact that

promotional products can have and the long-  

lasting connection they can forge between 

consumer and brands. These connections play 

a vital role in both personal well-being and the 

future shape of our world. Therefore, our mission 

is to help companies build deeper relationships  

by offering promotional items that meet the  

following criteria: functionality, creativity and 

durability.  You will find it all in this magazine. 

Get inspired!

Be original and get noticed!
Your creative gift partner
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Create your own ambiance  
anywhere, anytime

Le Zen Original
LZ0001 - LZ0004

Listen to your favorite tunes

Connect your device with bluetooth to play  

your favorite music. 

Create your own ambiance 

Change to 7 different color modes using  

the remote control.

Enjoy your chilled drink 

Add some ice to chill your drink while you 

enjoy the latest tunes. 

Le Zen® is an international lifestyle brand. We make unique products that bring people together. 

The products strive for a certain feeling of warmth and coziness, with an emphasis on enjoying life. 

This means that all products are the perfect partner for any gathering, such as a barbecue, house parties, 

dinner dates with friends, birthdays, picnics in the park, or a romantic evening for two on the couch.
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The Le Zen Lux led moodlight can be used on 

holiday, in the garden, in the house and can be 

placed or hung on the vegan leather strap, in short, 

enjoy the summer! The rechargeable battery enables 

8 hours of light, using any of the 4 positions, the 

housing is (IP54) waterproof so you can use it  

outside no matter the weather. 

The vegan leather strap comes standard with  
the Le Zen logo, but can optionally be provided 
with your own logo or text from 50 pieces.

Le Zen Lux
LZ0005

www.lezen-europe.com



Made from rattan in 3 different colors (black, grey 

and brown) so suitable in most if not all interiors. Enzy 

combines a (wine) cooler, 5W wireless speaker and 7 

LED colors moodlight. You can engrave on the strap 

or for larger quantities we are able to personalize  

the tube as well. Delivered with a 12V adapter,  

manual and remote control. 

Let’s relax or party on!
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Create your own ambiance  
anywhere, anytime

Le Zen Enzy
LZ0006

Enzy is the latest development from Le Zen®  
and based on a version that’s even cozier as 
our original version. 



The Brest Window umbrella is made from recycled 

rPET material and has a reflective band which 

ensures that you are visible in the dark. One of 

the sectors on the umbrella is see-through, which  

makes it easier for you to see the road, even in  

windy and rainy weather. 

Design from Finland

Brest Window 21”
MM0003

Welcome rainy and dark days! 

With this umbrella you won’t be unseen as all 

its panels are made of polyester with reflective 

coating. The ribs frame is black metal and end ribs 

are fiber glass, so the umbrella stays intact even 

on a windy day. Opens up/closes automatically. 

Brest Reflex 21”
MM0002

Glowing northern lights in the umbrella. 

When the light hits the umbrella, the colors glow like 

in the northern lights. Stunning color brilliance that 

protects the user in the dark. Automatically opens / 

closes. The umbrella stays intact even on a windy day.

LZ0006

Northern Lights 12”
MM0001
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You no longer need to remember to wear  

reflectors, just grab the beanie or scarf  

on and you’re good to go! 

Necessary safety product for cycling and 

outdoor use. Functional and well fitting 

gloves that have reflective yarn sown in  

to the material.

Beanie & Scarf
Reflective

Gloves Magic 
Reflective 

A hoodie and a blanket in the same package. 

This big hoodie is soft and warm and will definitely 

make you cozy on autumn and winter nights. 

Hoodie blanket 
Rudolph MM0011 

The rucksack has a reflective band in the front, 

back and sides, and therefore renders its user 

visible from every direction. The rucksack is  

of an ideal size and being ergonomically 

designed, suits both school children and 

outdoor enthusiasts. 

Quickly increase your visibility with the Scoot 2.0 

vest: reflective stripes increase safety, white light 

on the front increases your visibility and red light 

has got your back.

The stylish black illuminating beanie blends  

into the urban environment and is always

ready to illuminate your route and create 

security for your passage. 

Reflecting
Rucksack 15 l.

Beanie duolight
Rechargeble 

Vest Scoot 2.0

Design from Finland
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MM0007 / MM0008

MM0009

MM0006

MM0005

MM0010
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Whether you need a multiple cable to connect all your devices or a 

wireless ear piece including a powerbank to charge your phone. We  

understand the importance of running your business on the go!

The Bta collection
www.Btacollection.com

Bta is a collection for those working remotely everywhere. 
Our products are designed to make your working life easier! 
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Smart Flask 2.0 is not a standard thermo bottle. 

The key feature is a timer that gives a signal every 2 

hours that you need to drink. In addition the thermo 

bottle is made of the best stainless steel and equip-

ped with a tea holder. It also indicates the internal 

temperature of the content, so you can optimally 

enjoy a cup of coffee or tea at the right temperature 

on the road. The thermo bottle is available in the 

special color soft gray that fits into any environment. 

The luxury packaging is a gift in itself. 

Smart Flask Luxovius
TF0001

A must-have tech gadget! 

Handy tech backpack with waterproof build-in LED 

screen, which can be easily modified with an App. 

Display your logo of message on the screen,  

for example keep your 1.5m distance! 

Smart LED Backpack
BAG0001

Create your own digital text, 
photo or logo on your  
backpack! 



Working remotely everywhere with the new 

Electro under de Bta collection. This product is  

besides the high quality in –and outside your  

perfect travel companion. Available in white  

and black, including a charging cable with USB 

and Type C connection you are just able to charge 

your Smart phone (iOS or Android), Smart watch 

or your in-ear headphones at any place you are. 

Due to the unique design it’s a very friendly 

product to take along. Conversion efficiency 

80~85%, supply 15W charging and compatible 

for 15W/10W/7.5W and 5W output. Just with the 

weight of 108gr and due to the smart design with 

just 2cm thickness, it will fit into any bag. The pro-

duct can be printed with your slogan or company 

logo in 1 or more colors from just 50 pieces.

Electro 
CM5349

Smart Book  
SB0001 

Diversity CM5134 
Smart Book (wireless) and Diversity (10K mAh 

powerbank) are two of most practical yet stylish 

chargers on the go. Charge your phone or take 

notes wherever you are!
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Wally 
OD5098

Looking for energy… Meet Wally and discover how 

convenient it is with our new developed socket that 

includes 2 outlets power plug, 2 outlets for USB-A 

and 1 outlet for 15W Type C. Available in the colors 

white and black and both with the iron cord design. 

The product weight is about 328gr, rated voltage 

& current are 250V ~ 16A and the cord is about 1.6 

meters. In case you wish to have your company  

slogan or logo printed there are many options at  

this product.

Keyfold CM5312 
Magic Phoneholder MB1002 
Magic Laptopstand MB1003 

We understand the importance of work on  

the go, wherever you are. Therefore the Bta 

collection covers all you need to place your 

mobile device, tablet or laptop in the correct 

position to be able to work. The Keyfold can  

be connected wirelessly for extra convenience. 

The ideal travel assistants.
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Levy 
AT1002

Levy makes your office, living room or other places 

were you will put this amazing well designed Smart 

Bluetooth speaker with build-in clock to a real thea-

ter. With a diameter of 23.1 cm and a thickness of 13.3 

cm you will turn every place into a relaxing place to 

enjoy your favorite music. Bluetooth version 5.0,  

Materials like ABS with Fabric will make this product 

long lasting and 2 loudspeakers, each 15W, you can 

have 4 ~ 5 hours quality sound. The 2.000 mAh 

build-in power bank (USB connection) can be 

charged up to 100% into 2 hours, the Bluetooth 

range is about 10M.

Apollo CM5210 
Turnaround CM5206 
Eris CM5028 

Audio
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Audio Powered by Bta Collection



Free talk mono CM5074 
Free talk stereo CM5075 
Work, talk and listen at the same time!  

Go for Mono or Stereo quality with these  

models. Both version are rock solid with a  

stainless steel arm which can be slight bent  

to your most comfortable position. No matter if 

you are working in a busy office space or at your 

home office,  you will question how you have 

ever managed without it.

Meet our new Bta headphones 

collection.  Looking for a quality but 

trendy headphone? Choose any co-

lors of model MANDY.  Or a mid-pri-

ced comfortable version? NERVO 

has got you covered. Need the most 

professional with excellent sound 

quality? DIAX is your pick, including 

noise cancellation.

Audio
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Diax

Mandy

CM5071

CM5070

Nervo
CM5072
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Eco doesn’t only mean no plastic, it also  

means high quality products (durability).  

The base of this inkless ‘everlasting’ writing  

instrument is made of the finest aluminum  

while the tip is made of carbon fiber.

It writes up to 15.000 meters and in order to 

contribute a bit more to the environment we 

add free of charge an additional carbon fiber  

tip so you can use up to 30.000 meters.

Another great example of working remotely 

everywhere… with this 3-in-1 pen you have a 

rollerball, mesh stylus tip and a precision disk 

stylus for creative professionals. Like most of 

our products also this one is produced of high 

quality aluminum.

Canes 
ST2020

Juno
ST2019

Travel & convenienceCharging cables

 
Ceres
MB5131 - MB5135

Looking for the best quality cable, either 

a shortversion or long version? With our 

Ceres, Ceres 4, Ceres+, Ceres 4+ cables you 

will have it all. These cables are ultra-strong 

with an aluminium base and reinforced 

nylon braided jacket.



Mr. DavidConrad
T00001T0004

Mr. David jr.
TO0002

UV Led
TO0003

Patented high performance tool kit which 

includes the most essential parts for repairing 

smartphones, tablets and PC’s. Suitable for iP-

hone, iPad, MacBook Air, MacBook Pro but also 

gaming consoles like PlayStation or X-box and all 

kind of other (small) electronic devices at home 

like remote control etc. Magnetic absorbing but 

holder in order to avoid falling parts. Anti-slip Mini 

aluminum screwdriver handle for single hand 

operation. 

Vela 
KIT020

Locator
MB5104

Locator is the ideal solution to  

find your keys quickly and efficiently.  

It happens to all of us that we forget  

where our house, car or both keys last 

went. The keys can easily be traced back 

via an app on the smart phone because the 

last location is remembered here.
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Travel & convenience
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create a fully equipped workspot. The range offers  

a wireless speaker, usb hub (4 ports), desk light,  

smartphone watch charger, wireless (Qi) charger 

and a powerbank.

Connect-It light

CI0003

Connect-It  

Wireless CI0005

Connect-It Powerbank 

CI0006

Connect-It Watch 

charger CI0004

Our slogan and philo sophy. We believe people 

need to be able to work on the go or at any place 

they are staying. To support this Bta introduces the 

Connect-IT series. A range of items that can be used 

individually and can be connected to each other to

Connect IT range
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Towards 2 billion trees supporting  
World Wide Fund for Nature in its mission 
to save and grow a trillion trees by 2050
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Forests are critical to the fight 
against climate change: the 
carbon absorption capacity of 
forests is immense, with intact 
forests removing a quarter —
10 billion tonnes — of total global 
carbon emissions every year. 
And forest ecosystems are 
home to over half of the world’s 
bio diversity, and 80% of all 
biodiversity on land.

More than one billion people live in and around the 

world’s forests, with 350 million of them relying on 

forests for food, shelter, and livelihoods. Forests serve 

as the front line of defence against climate change 

as humanity battles to reduce its emissions. In global 

economic terms, forests are integral to half of the 

annual global GDP connected to nature, totalling a 

staggering US$44 trillion.

But despite these facts, and the obvious importance 

to our life on this planet, we have lost nearly half of 

the 6 trillion trees that existed on Earth before the 

onset of industrial agriculture, and are still losing 

over 10 billion trees per year: including the loss of 

a football-pitch- sized area of primary forest every 

sixseconds. 

These losses destroy the habitats of countless plants 

and animals and in climate terms, 15% of global 

carbon emissions comes just from deforestation.

So protecting and restoring forests is mission critical 

to responding to the triple threat of mass extinctions, 

the climate crisis, and global economic insecurity.

We are business partner of WWF 
 Join us in our mission!
wwf.panda.org

Eco
Towards 2 billion trees supporting 
World Wide Fund for Nature in its mission 
to save and grow a trillion trees by 2050
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Eco
Towards 2 billion trees supporting  
World Wide Fund for Nature in its mission 
to save and grow a trillion trees by 2050
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The upprett means ‘upright’ 
in Icelandic and is designed by 
Beata Franso, an Amsterdam 
based artist/designer. 

The idea for the upprett was  
born when Beata was looking  
for a solution to get her phone  
in an upright position to watch 
video’s or do some video calls 
while working on her  
assignments. 

Upprett Premium
UP0002

Same functions, different material.  

The Upprett portable smart stand keeps your 

 device in the desired viewing angle. 

By using PET plastics we are able to  

increase the customization possibilities  

to full color, full body print. 

Winner of the PSI Sustainability award 2021

Upprett is available in durable fast growing Alnus 

wood or PET plastics made in Germany, and just 

received an award in the category sustainable  

product 2021 by PSI.

Upprett Original
UP0001

Made in Europe

www.upprett.com

upprett TM
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Oaky range

Looking for gadgets, yet had  
enough of plastic materials? 

??
OAKY 
Logo

The OAKY range offers speakers (single and double), 

key chains, wireless chargers and even chargers with 

extra functions (mouse mat, pen holder, phone stand). 

Whatever you need, there is cork material  

version available.

OAKY range is made from biodegradable cork and 

offers eco-friendly tech must-haves. As you can see 

there is a lot more you can do with this material next 

to creating (wine) bottle stoppers. Ancient Greeks and 

Romans already made good use of it and so are we!

OAKY



These products combine wood with smart techno-

logy and are designed to enhance your everyday life 

with sophistication and practicality. To all the Inspec-

tor Gadgets out there: discover our ever-expanding 

selection of the latest and coolest wooden gadgets 

that boggle your mind and dress up your home.

Introduce nature  
into tech-filled life 
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Puck CM5355

Tube CM5356 
Stand MB1005

Power CM5131

Disconnect MB1004

Bam boost CM5026

Woodz range

WOODZ



Woodz Maple is as well under the “Woodz” label 

but instead of Bamboo we make use of Maple wood.  

This will make the product a bit more high-end. This 

model is also available in different capacities like, 

4.000, 5.000, 6.000 or 8.000 mAh and if Maple 

wood is not your choice we have on request also the 

following kind of woods available; beech, walnut and 

bamboo. Your logo can be printed or engraved on top 

of the power bank to bring it to a real gift. 
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Bamboo CM5135

 

Connector
UP0002

Make it BAMBOOSTIC!

Maple CM5136

WOODZ



Architect
NL1003

Wake up
NL1002

HomeLiving
NL1004NL1001
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Wake up
NL1002

In the right light, at the right time
Everything is extraordinary!

Aaron Rose 

WOODZ



Who says tech gadgets can’t be durable?

The Eco charge range is made from biodegradable 

materials like wheat straw. It’s hard to produce electronic 

products from 100% durable materials but for the parts that 

can we of course will! All items offer wireless charging and  

can of course be printed with your company message or logo.
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Eco charge range

USB flash drives come in all sizes, shapes and  

materials. In our ECO collection we have selected  

several models made of wood and cork. 

Same function, new durable materials.

Eco usb

Eco Stand MB1006

Eco Charge Square CM5329 
Eco Charge round mini CM5330

Eco Charge round CM5331
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Our famous Lenny collection was one of our 

best sellers and we are happy to intro duce  

the Eco friendly version which makes it next  

to a very usable product even more durable. 

Tough material 35% wheat straw with ABS and 

the use of high-quality woven fabrics which is 

strong, durable and prevents knots. All three 

ports can be charged with the same Lenny, iOS, 

Android and Type C whereas at the same time 

your company logo or slogan will repeatedly  

be shown along the lanyard. 

Lenny Eco 
MB5121

Tree square 
MB5080

5 new Eco cables made from wheat straw for 35% 
mixed with ABS and the holder from Bamboo

Our fourth Eco model is Tree square which  

is made as it comes to the cables itself from 

wheat straw for 35% mixed with ABS and the 

holder from Bamboo. With a of 16CM it has  

the following ports; USB, Lightning, Micro and 

Type C. The cable only support charging, so  

not for data transfer. 

Eco cables

Our second Eco model is Tree + 1 which is made 

as well from wheat straw for 35% mixed with ABS 

and a little piece of Bamboo. With a of 15CM it has 

the following ports; USB, Lightning, Micro and Type 

C. The cable only support charging, so not for data 

transfer. 

Tree + 1 
MB5078

Selling over 500.000 cables a year in all kind of 

shapes and with various specs we are very glad to 

introduce our 5 new Eco models. The 4-some has 

been a best seller for a while so this is the first one  

to launch. Made from wheat straw 35% mixed with 

ABS. The length is 16CM and has the following ports; 

USB, Lightning, Micro and Type C. The cable only 

support charging, so not for data transfer.

Our third Eco model is Tree round which is made  

as it comes to the cables itself from wheat straw  

for 35% mixed with ABS and the holder from  

Bamboo. With a of 16CM it has the following ports; 

USB, Lightning, Micro and Type C. The cable only  

support charging, so not for data transfer. 

Tree round 
MB5079

4-some 
MB5077
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The Must-Have tech gadget for medical staff

Respect
WAP0055B

Nightingale
NW63

Nurse watches

Hero
WAA0009

Practical, easy and safe!  

When working in any healthcare 

environment the use of a wist watch 

is usually forbidden due to hygiene 

risk. Our Nurse Watch is the solution 

for medical staff. The watch can be  

connected to the outfit and easily 

used. The silicon material keeps it  

safe from bacterias and the watch  

is water resistant. 



Soundblock
CM5205

Orpheus
CM5027

Aquarius
CM5212

Jack
CM5073

Jack
CM5073
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Spooky is not that scary as you might think. This combined 6 color LED 

light will give you the great ambiance when you relax at home in your garden 

for example and at the same time play your music via the 3W BT speaker. Just 

tab on the metal top and you can change the LED color in your favorite one.

Aquarius Bluetooth speaker is a cool  

product for the beach, along the river or 

swimming pool. The model is waterproof 

IPX6, so you don’t need to be afraid that 

water will destroy the sound. On top a very 

handy backside which contains a super 

magnet.

VariousSpooky
CM5213



Powerdesk is a 15W foldable Fast 3-in-1 wireless charger. Just one charger 

for your smart phone, smart watch and in-ear buds instead of having 3 different 

chargers. And to make it even better we offer an UV full color printing which makes 

this product unique and one of a kind. Because the product is foldable, it’s very  

convenient and easy to travel with. Delivered into a nice packaging (also a  

personalized sleeve is an option) with the charging cable is included.
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Powerdesk
CM5327

Sticky Sound, the name says it all. This slim

wireless 2W speaker has a nice sound, a lithiumion 

polymer power bank of 2,000 mAh and 8 suction 

cups to “stick” this all-rounder on almost any flat 

surface. It plays up to 10 hours on a charge. A great 

mailbox item with full body digital imprint possibilities.

Sticky Sound
CM5215
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Wall chargers collection

Mr. Universe III
OD5020

Pluggy
OD5090/91/92

OD5094/95

Magneta range
CM5384/85/86/87

Volta range

Needy is indeed a needed product as we 

all have experienced how hard it is to be 

off-line during traveling for example. With 

our Needy you won’t have that problem 

anymore, as its very compact, has a great 

look & feel with 8.000 mAh Polymer  

battery, you just go on. The display will 

tell you how much juice there is still  

inside and no worries about the right 

connectors as this model can handle 

almost all. 

Amps
CM5133

Amps is our second new power bank 

into collection 2022. Made from ABS 

with a nice rubber soft touch which 

gives this power bank besides its func-

tionality also a nice feeling. The battery 

(polymer lithium ion) capacity is 10.000 

mAh and no worries if you carry the 

right connector as this power bank 

already includes Type-C, Micro and 

lightning. 

Needy
CM5132
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Activity trackersMusthaves

Walk this way
CA5061

The Bruce
CA5059

Xena
CA5064

An activity tracker is a device  
that tracks your movement,  
such as a traditional pedometer 
or other wear able device,  
or a smartphone app. 

Studies show that consistently using a fitness  

tracker can increase your steps per day by more 

than a mile, especially if you establish a heart- 

smart daily goal.

Did you really know how much physical activity  

you’re getting? And how can you get more, day  

in and day out, for your heart health? 

A fitness tracker may help.

Musthave smartphone, 
tablet and laptop accessories
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In 1964, Bill English and Douglas Engelbart  

produced the first mouse to actually be  

“called” a mouse, when they noticed an  

early prototype that they made with 

the wire coming out of the back 

looked just like a mouse. Nowadays  

the wireless mouse is an indispensable  

itemfor work no matter where you are. Unfold
USB5216

Optica
USB5217

Fysica
USB5218

Magic Spin Ball might just be the new trend. 

And we wouldn’t be the company for novelties if 

we didn’t offer this cool product in our collection. 

By rotating the semicircular body and sliding the 

small colored ball, the product makes the color of 

the small colored ball align up and down to restore 

the original state. 

Please remain patient, it’s a combination of toys,  

personality, decompression and an intellectual 

development. It’s suitable for kids above 3 year 

and adults. Printing can be on ring. Have fun!

Magic Spin Ball 
MB2000
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Beijing
BL2000

Ms. Marple
T00005

The Lighthouse
HL1000

The lighthouse is a headlight with XPE LED cold 

white light, 200 lunes and has a range of 100 meters. 

The headlight has 5 operating modes; high, medium, 

low, red light and SOS. Very convenient when you are 

hiking ~ walking at night, working on something and 

wish to keep your hands free and many other  

situations this headlight would help you out.  

With the build-in (polymer-battery) which is  

charged within 3 hours and can be used under  

normal conditions for about 4 ~ 5 hours.



From only 100 pcs you are able to  

create your own, custom made:

•  usb flash drive

•  charging cable

•  powerbank

•  speaker

•  wireless charger

•  Usb hub

•  adapter

Stand out to make an impression

Promotional products come in many different  

shapes, colors and functions. With the intention  

to get noticed and be remembered what is better 

to have your product completely customized  

to fit your message and company?

Custom made
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